BECAUSE WINNING MATTERS

Use artificial intelligence to deliver court-ready documents. Faster.
Artificial intelligence isn’t just the future; it’s already in use in hundreds of firms
around the world.
Ensure your litigators have the competitive edge with Litigation Companion™,
a Microsoft Word add-in that allows them to ensure their documents won’t let
them down in court.
ANALYZE
Review your entire document with one
click and view proofreading issues in a
consolidated dashboard.

CHECK CITATIONS, CROSSREFERENCES & DEFINED TERMS
Quickly review defined terms, references,
and citations to ensure validity, accuracy,
consistency, and clarity.

FIX MISTAKES
Locate and remedy mistakes such as
unpaired quotation marks, spacing
variations, inconsistent numbering, phrases,
and case-specific information.

Purpose built for litigators

Firm-wide solutions

Proven technology

Different types of lawyers
need different tools to
support their workflow.

The Companion Suite
also includes Contract
Companion®, Change-Pro®
Premier, and DocXtools
Companion, and provides
firm-wide value.

Built on the same platform
that is already used by
tens of thousands of legal
professionals globally.
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A litigator’s work is court-oriented, but most of their time is spent
preparing documents. By accelerating tedious document review and
editing tasks, Litigation Companion ensures they can focus on what
really matters—winning for their client.
Purpose built for litigators: Different types of lawyers need different
tools to support their workflow.
Firm-wide solutions: The Companion Suite also includes Contract
Companion, Change-Pro Premier, and DocXtools Companion, and
provides firm-wide value.
Proven technology: Built on the same platform that is already used by
tens of thousands of legal professionals globally.
GAIN CONFIDENCE

Facts
• Two out of three legal
professionals say
they’re under too much
time pressure when
proofreading
• As a result one in
three admit skipping
proofreading tasks
• Litigation Companion
reduces proofreading
time by up to 90%

• Be confident that your citations are accurate, up-to-date, and won’t
let you down in court.
IMPROVE EFFICIENCY
• Speed up the identification and review of document errors by up to
90 percent.
• Rely on real-time updates to avoid rescanning of documents.
REMOVE RISKS
• Reduce liabilities for clients and your firm by identifying contract
language errors, and comprehensively assess the “legal health” of
your documents with one click.

System Requirements
•
•

Windows 7 and later
Office 2010 and later (32 bit)

We will work with your IT team
to roll out Litigation Companion
across your firm.

Change-Pro is a registered trademark of Litera Corp.
Contract Companion is a registered trademark of Freedom Solutions Group, LLC.
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